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CHICAGO O’HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (“ORD”) 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS (RFPS) 

 TO PROVIDE A  “AIRPORT NETWORK MEDIA PROGRAMMING” 
 IN TERMINALS 1, 2, 3 AND 5  

RFP Issuance Date: January 7, 2022 

 
Addendum #2 
March 14, 2022 
 
The following changes and revisions are incorporated into the Request for Proposal 
to provide Airport Network Media Programming (“RFP”) issued by the City of 
Chicago’s Department of Aviation (“CDA”) on January 7, 2022. All other provisions 
and requirements as originally set forth in the RFP remain in full force and effect, 
unless amended by previous addenda. 
 
RESPONDENT MUST ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF THE ADDENDUM IN THE COVER 
LETTER SUBMITTED WITH ITS PROPOSAL. 
 
Question 1:  What is the expectation on the timeframe for upgrading the 
equipment/systems? 
Answer: Estimated time period should be no greater than  120 days of the Effective 
Date set forth in the Agreement. 
 

Question 2:  Is the Dept of Aviation open to a profit-sharing agreement v. a revenue 
sharing agreement?  
Answer: We are only considering compensation based on projected revenue as 
proposed by the respondent and as set forth in Section D.2. of the RFP. 
 

Question 3:  Is the Dept of Aviation open to giving the entity rights to City of Chicago 
branding?  
Answer:  Not at this time. 
 
Question 4:  Is the Dept of Aviation open to allowing the entity to add additional 
physical displays around the airport; i.e. to set up Bluetooth beacons.  
Answer:  The CDA is willing to consider additional physical displays.  Respondents 
should indicate clearly in their submittal any proposed additional displays.  
Respondents should also outline any impacts as required. 
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Question 5:  Does the Dept of Aviation currently have the capabilities or open to 
creating the capabilities to allow for advertisers to do geofencing? 
Answer:  Yes 

 

Question 6:  Do you have any more detailed Guest/Traveler research besides the 
enplaning information provided? 

1. Guest/Traveler Demographics 
2. Arrival/destination analysis 
3. Dwell times 
4. Intra Airport movement/ traffic patterns 
5. Etc. 

Answer:  Respondents are advised to monitor the Data Room frequently as the 
CDA will be posting relevant documents to address the above and other matters. 
 

Question 7:  What is the current and future state of the ORD Guest Wi-Fi network? 

a. Capacity 

 

Answer: There are two Back haul circuits. A 1Gig from XO and a 4 Gig 

from Comcast. 

 

b. Utilization Analysis 

Answer: The XO (1Gig) stands at 24% peak utilization and the Comcast 

(4Gig) stands at about 62% peak utilization. 

.  

c. Network multicast capable/enabled? 

Answer: Multicast is currently enabled. 

 

d. Current platform Traveler use rules 

Answer: Time limits - Current setup rolling 45 minute sessions. (Unlimited 

sessions).  This is configurable and we can change as the requirement 

changes. 

 

Logon requirements 

i. Complimentary Login (Media Ad and get online) 

ii. Subscription Login (monthly) 

iii. Day-Pass 

iv. Passpoint 

 

e. "Current state" drawings of network 

Answer: Not available. 
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f. Equipment inventory (makes, models, etc.)   

Answer: 85 Cisco switches and 375 Cisco AP’s. Details not available.  

 

g. Maintenance history 

Answer: Not available. 

 

h. Future plans - refresh, upgrade, etc. 

Answer: Not available. 

 

i. Any additional information the CDA thinks would be beneficial 

Answer: Wi-Fi available in the public areas only for use of passengers. Not 

intended for other purposes unless directed by CDA. 
 

Question 8:  Please provide a schematic of the existing CNN system which includes 
telecom rooms, equipment details, etc.? 
Answer: Note Following Diagram and Picture 
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Question 9:  A Sample Agreement is referenced in the Data Room but is not 
included. Will it be provided? 
Answer: A Sample Agreement will be posted in the Data Room. Please check the 
Data Room frequently 

 
Question 10:  Please provide details about the public address system with which the 
system needs to integrate. Is the system consistent (platform, version, equipment) 
across all of the terminals? 
Answer: The head-end equipment installed in all the terminals operates on the 
same platform. Each terminal has its own head-end equipment controlling the PA 
coverage for that terminal and all of the terminals are on one network so they can 
be accessed by the OCC and the AOC via a single interface workstation. 
 
Question 11:  If new network infrastructure were to be installed, would ORD support 
it or would that still be the responsibility of the Contractor? 
Answer: Any new network infrastructure installed would be the responsibility of 
the successful Respondent to install and maintain.  Any future upgrades by the CDA 
will be reviewed and collaborated with the successful Respondent. 
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Question 12:   For existing systems, please provide any additional documentation, 
such as: 

a. Pictures of systems as-installed, both in-terminal and data center components 
b. For in-terminal please show both hanging and floor-standing implementations, 

System architecture diagrams/technical schematics, any other as-built 
documentation available 

Answer:  Note following diagrams and responses to questions 9 and 47. 
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Question 13:  What was the logic behind floor-standing vs. hanging screen 
deployment? 
Answer: Ceiling mounted units cover hold rooms and offer viewing zones for 
optimal lines of sight.  Floor stand mounted units are placed in the main terminals 
and baggage claim areas. 
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Question 14:  For any hanging display install/maintenance, does the airport have lifts 
available that the vendor can leverage? 
Answer: Any equipment needed for installation or maintenance must be provided 
by the successful Respondent.  Respondent must adhere to all applicable safety 
protocols and regulations as well as any CDA rules related to the placement of 
equipment. 
 
Question 15:  Does the installation/maintenance of screens fall under “construction, 
renovation and remodeling” – is it subject to the requirements in the Design and 
Construction SOP document? 
Answer: Yes 

 
Question 16:  Would the CDA provide a primary contact to work with vendor in areas 
such as: 

a. Editorial planning around key airport initiatives 
b. Engaging with in-airport concessions 

Answer: Upon the award of an agreement, the CDA and the successful Respondent 
will engage in further discussions for transition and implementation including 
content and engagement of other airport partners.  
 
Question 17:  Proposal Form K says that Respondent must acknowledge that “Grant 
Assurances will become an obligation of the Respondent if Respondent is awarded 
this license”.  Please provide more information about what that obligation could 
entail. 
Answer:  The City is obligated to abide by all FAA rules, guidelines, policies and 
procedures and as such all tenants must also agree to this obligation.   
 
Question 18:  The RFP deck says that the following in the proposal.  Please confirm 
that only the items in bold count towards the 30-page total and the rest are 
incremental to those 30 pages. 

a.  Cover/Transmittal Letter (no more than 3 pages) 
b. Experience and Qualifications Statement (outlined in Proposal Form A - 
cannot exceed 5 pages except for tables and diagrams as requested in the 
instructions below. Examples of the Respondent’s team’s representative 
projects are not part of the 10 page limit but cannot exceed two pages)  
    - Please clarify, Is this section really just 5 pages or is it 10 pages? 
c. Methods of Management and Operations (cannot exceed 5 pages) 
d. ANMP Development Plan (cannot exceed 10 pages – not including checklist) 
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- and this includes the Programming and Content Plan as well as the Proposed 
Schedule 
e. ABCDBE Participation Plan 
f. Professional References 
g. Outstanding Claims and Litigation 
h. Exceptions 
i. Executed Proposal Affidavit 
j. Business Information Statement 
k. Financial Statements 
l. Other Information (cannot exceed 5 pages) 
m. Labor Peace Agreement 
n. Sexual Harassment Affidavit 
o. All Forms 

Answer:  The following replaces the language in Section F. PROPOSAL 
REQUIREMENTS, Subsection 1. Transparency with the following:  
 

• “The Experience and Qualifications Statement cannot exceed five (5) 

pages (except for tables and diagrams as requested in the instructions 

below.  Examples of the Respondent’s team’s representative projects 

are not part of the 5-page limit but cannot exceed two pages).” 

 
Question 19:  Please provide historical annual ad revenue and revenue share for last 
5 years. 
Answer: The local revenue share to the CDA based on national sales is the only 
available historical data available as follows, which shall be deemed reliable but 
not guaranteed: 
 

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

$160,285 $167,132 $190,087 $122,090 $105,799 

 
Question 20:  Will the airport extend the proposal due date by three weeks to March 

25, 2022? 
Answer: Any changes, amendments, or clarifications will be posted in the Data 
Room. 
 

Question 21:  Please define Year 1 financials. Please define how the first-year 
financials are calculated. Should we assume one full year from agreed upon 
contractual start date? 
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Answer: Year 1 financials should be for the first full year of operations which is 
anticipated to commence in the second quarter of 2023 and future financials 
should be calculated on a calendar-year basis. 
 
Question 22:   Was any revenue generated through the existing network 2020-
current?  

Answer: Please note question 19 response. 
 

Question 23:   Is it possible to share CNN’s sales groups media kit, especially any rate 
structures they used? Rate cards, average rates, occupancies?  

Answer: This information is not available. 
 

Question 24:  Is it possible to see latest client list?  

Answer: This information is not available. 
 

Question 25:  Is it possible to review last revenue statement (regional, local, 
national)?  

Answer: This information is not available. 
 
Question 26:  Please speak to the sales opportunity relative to any active 
sales/marketing agreements that you have? Any prohibitions or other 
considerations?  
Answer: There are no existing sales/marketing agreements, prohibitions or other 
considerations. 
 
Question 27:  Can you provide a schematic of the current video distribution 
network? Distribution amplifiers?  

Answer: Please note question 8 and 9 responses. 
 

Question 28:  Is it possible to obtain a diagram/flow chart of infrastructure.  

Answer: Please note question 8 and 9 responses. 
 

Question 29:  Is there any documentation or schematics on the internal system: 
Converters, head end system, software in place, operating systems, etc.  

Answer: Please note question 8 and 9 responses. 
 

Question 30:  Is there a contact we could speak directly with for technical integration 
questions and upgrades?  
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Answer: Upon the award of an agreement, the CDA and the successful Respondent 
will engage in further discussions for transition and implementation including 
content and engagement of other airport partners.  
 
Question 31:  Can we access the facility for a site survey?  

Answer: No site survey or prior access will be given. 
 

Question 32:  What CMS is currently being used?  

Answer: There is no CMS available. 
 

Question 33:  Can you supply the screen model numbers and sizes?  

Answer:  Original units: LG M4210C-BA 42’ LCD Widescreen 16:9 HD Capable 
Monitor. Updated units: LG Electronics 55” class Ultra Slim LED 
 

Question 34:  Will this be a union labor project?  

Answer: Respondents should review the “Labor-related requirements governing 
concession agreements at the airports” as set forth in Section 10-36-210 of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago. 
 

Question 35:   Is there cabled ethernet to each display? Is there potential to provide 
given the current network infrastructure?  

Answer: No the current system is all analog.  RG 6 cable.   

Question 36:   Is there stable / reliable airport network WIFI access to these displays? 
If so, what is the typical bandwidth?  

Answer: Boingo is the current WIFI provider and has installed 5G as follows:  
• Verizon (indoors) in Terminal 1 and T3, (28GHz and 39 GHz)  
• ATT (indoors) in Terminal 1 and T3 (39GHz)  

 Note: The C-Band frequencies are not being used at ORD.  

 

Question 37:   Can you confirm if all displays have an HDMI port available?  

Answer: Yes 

 

Question 38:  What are the expected onsite work hours for this project?  

Answer: 6:00 pm- 6:00 am 

 

Question 39:  Closed captioning - all content, all the time?  

Answer:  Closed captioning service must be provided for all content at all times. 
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Question 40:  Who pays for utilities?  

Answer: Utilities will be the responsibility of the successful Respondent and will be 
addressed upon the award of an Agreement. 
 

Question 41:   What are the Insurance level requirements? Streaming? New 
connectivity? Content prohibition?  

Answer: Note RFP for Insurance requirements (See RFP Section D.8) and content 
prohibition. Streaming and connectivity are the responsibility of the respondent.  
 

 
Question 42:  What are the growth opportunities in gate holds/in main concourses 
other than the existing network  
Answer:   
The CDA is willing to consider additional physical displays.  Respondents should 
indicate clearly in their submittal any proposed additional displays.  Respondents 
should also outline any impacts as required. 
 

 
Question 43:  What is the timeline to comply with the ACDBE requirements? Day one 
or phased in?  

Answer: The effective date of the agreement will include commencement of ACDBE 
requirements. 
 

Question 44:  Concession ACDBE certification - is this in aggregate or for each part of 
an organizational structure?  
Answer: This is in the aggregate. 
 
Question 45:  Can you share future airport expansion plans relative to network 
screen plans to add inventory into new gates or areas to be built out? Specific plans 
would be helpful.  

Answer: The current expansion in Terminal 5 will include infrastructure to support 
a path to the new gates from head house and will be included in future new 
terminals and concourses. 
 

Question 46:  Please confirm that future network growth can include new areas of 
ORD under consideration for expansion. 

Answer: Consideration will be given to granting additional space in new and 
existing terminals and concourses 
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Question 47:  Can you please have the technical schematic show the placement of all 
devices and the communication protocols between them? 

Answer: Note following schematic diagrams: 
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Question 48:  What is the hardware make/model for the currently used ambient 
noise sensor? 
Answer: There is a sensing microphone, manufacturer Shure Prologue model 
number 4L. It plugs into the Symetrix unit.  There are a few gates with a sensing 
microphone manufacturer Telex model number WP-300, which also plugs into the 
Symetrix unit. 
 
Question 49:  How does the current network connect into the airport PA system? 
Answer: Note question 47 response. 
 
Question 50:  Can key components of the system be place in available network/data 
closets within a concourse/terminal, or is it required that all components live in the 
data center? 
Answer: Any components to be located outside of the data center may be 
proposed as an alternative in Respondent’s submittal to the CDA. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


